
revenuelab.bizÏîñëàíèé  uzylojun - 28.03.2023 06:23_____________________________________International betting brand parimatch expands its presence support for this global business: already by september, after drawing up an agreement with 00nation, mitrastudios.com enters into an exclusive global cooperation with the leading international esports organization team secret. The cooperation began on november 1, 2022.Team secret was started in 2014 by clement "puppey" ivanov, a former player and captain of navi, a participant in the current tournaments of the international for every period of his life and winner of the very first ti. Team secret has consistently been in the top of the strongest in the world, taking 6th place in the international list since this year. Most recently, team secret won silver at the international 11, taking 2nd podium and winning over several million dollars.“Team secret is the home of the leading esports organizations with an exceptionally persistent fighting spirit that really lives up to character of the parimatch brand. We are extremely happy to welcome the team to the human partner list. Join us in order to see all the wonderful opportunities that this cooperation will bring to everyday life!” — Said stepan shulga, representative of the parimatch brand.Team secret shares parimatch tech's commitment to strengthening the global esports community. The organization is based on a simple but winning philosophy - to focus on the development of a positive culture, it plays a key role in the result in team esports. Its international line-up includes fans from 5 countries, even the ukrainian roman "resolut1on" fominok.“It is a great honor for everyone to welcome parimatch, one of the most important international sports betting manufacturers. Cooperation with parimatch opens up potentials previously unavailable for team secret dota, here we look forward to working together to preserve the unseen and behind-the-scenes content together with the team,” said john yao, ceo of team secret.“To announcement of cooperation with parimatch - sex drawings - an authentic aspect for those of us. Parimatch opens up exciting opportunities not only as a team secret, but also for those of our fans who like to watch all the posted content,” commented clement “puppey” ivanov, team secret dota 2. Captain.According to the terms of the annual contract, parimatch will become the official betting companion of team secret and will be featured in the game universe, as well as on the team's t-shirts and sweatshirts. The agreement also covers the creation of joint exclusive images on many channels, get-togethers, and greetings, transportation, etc.============================================================================
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